
 
 

 

August 15, 2018 

 

Barbara Drake, Acting Forest Supervisor 

Plumas National Forest 

159 Lawrence Street 

Quincy, CA 95971-6025 

 

In Reply To: Plumas IRSC Project Field Review 

 

Dear Barbara, 

 

This letter recaps AFRC comments, and recommendations from the IRSC project field review held 

on the Mt. Hough Ranger District on July 26.    

 

Attendees 

Forest Service Representing Industry Representing 

Barbara Drake PNF-SO Scott Stawiarski AFRC 

Micki Smith PNF-MHRD Steve Brink CFA 

Matt Jedra PNF-BKRD Jarad Pew J&C Enterprises 

Ryan Tompkins PNF-SO Joe Williamson J.W. Bamford Inc. 

 Kyla Sabo PNF-MHRD   

 Rachel Condon PNF-SO   

Maurice Huynh PNF-MHRD   

 

Forest Program Overview 

 

Ryan Tompkins, Forest Silviculturist handed out a current spreadsheet with the status of timber 

projects planned through 2020 (see attached program of work). 

 

 

 



Proposed IRSC Projects 

 

The Mt. Hough Ranger District is preparing Five stewardship contracts all within and proximate 

to the Moonlight fire area.  Stewardship contracts will include sawlog removal and biomass 

treatment.  The forest is interested in hearing input on operator capacity and packaging from 

industry representatives (see attached field trip agenda and map). 

 

 

Initial sawlog volume estimates across the five project areas averages 3,800 mbf/acre.  Based on 

these low per acre volume estimates, most of these projects could be offered as IRSCs.  

 

The Forest will fund IRSCs using Fire Settlement funds.  The emphasis is on biomass removal 

and fuels reduction. 

 

The group discussed economical packaging of projects, including offering five small projects 

versus 1-2 larger ones.  Offering smaller projects could create more potential opportunities for 

small operators.  The difficulty of getting five IRSC projects through AQM contracting versus 1 

or 2 was identified as an issue.  Projects are being delayed or deferred because AQM doesn’t 

have the capacity to process and award the contracts.  Based on the location of individual units, 

and haul routes, two larger projects could be considered.  It was generally agreed that a mix of 

large and small projects would be optimal when possible.  

 

Fiscal Quarter   Project Acres Sawlog  Biomass  Estimated  Status 

       

Volume 

(MBF) 

Volume 

(CCF) Advertise  
19 1 Tom Cat IRSC 1,314 5,800 4,600 Oct-18 NEPA Complete 

              Contract Ready 

19 3 Boulder IRSC 1,070 2,675 3,700 May-19 NEPA Complete 

              

Mark/Cruise in 

Progress 

19   Kettle IRSC 740 3,000 2,600 Jul-19 NEPA Complete 

              Layout in Progress 

20 1 West Lights IRSC 850 3,000 2,900 Jul-19 NEPA Complete 

              

Mark/Cruise in 

Progress 

20 1 

Franks Valley 

IRTC 2,500 3,000   Dec-19 

NEPA and PREP 

not done 

               



 The Forest will make the final determination on how projects are packaged based on final 

volumes once marking and cruising is completed.  Timber volume/value per acre will 

determine if timber sales, IRTCs, or IRSCs are used. 

 

Silvicultural Prescriptions 

 

We visited three locations on the Boulder project.  The Boulder project is primarily in the 

eastside pine type adjacent to Antelope lake.  The other project areas are in mixed conifer type. 

 

The first stop was in an eastside pine stand with an existing basal area of 140-160 sq. ft. per acre. 

The forest proposes to thin to a residual basal area of 60-80 sq. ft. in eastside pine stands.  This 

residual stocking level would be effective at improving forest health conditions for at least 20 

years.  Utilize the flexibility of averaging residual basal area per acre across each unit to improve 

treatment effectiveness and timber sale economics.  Areas within a unit retaining above the 

average residual basal area (trees greater than 30 inches and no treatment areas) would result in 

an equivalent area with basal area retention below the average.  This would increase variability 

and allow for portions of the stand to be thinned more effectively for a longer period of time and 

generate more volume per acre to help the project pay its way out of the woods.    

 

 Proposed treatment would be effective in eastside pine but volume per acre may still be low 

enough to require an IRSC.  Thin effectively and increase volume per acre where possible, so 

IRTCs are viable. 

 

Designation by Prescription (DxP) 

 

At the second stop, we reviewed a sample marked area in an eastside pine stand proposed for 

DxP.  It was a leave tree mark averaging approximately 60 sq. ft. of basal area.  The marking 

was in a patchy distribution.  The group discussed partial marking and virtual mapping, marking, 

and boundaries. 

 

 The purchaser would need to work closely with the Timber Sale Administrator (SA) to be 

successful.  There are many unfilled SA positions and there is a concern that they might not 

be available for advice and quality control when needed. If the Forest does not believe they 

have the ability to provide sufficient Sale Administration on the Sale Area, they would have 

to contract for an Administrator or do a leave tree mark. 

 

In a designation by spacing, designation or prescription, the need is for the sale administrator to 

be on-site in some cases daily to monitor the operation.  Constant contact between the sale 

administrator and operator are necessary for this to work.   

  



Mid-Seral Plantation Thinning 

 

The last stop was in a pine plantation proposed for thinning.  The average diameter was 

approximately 12 inches.  The understory was primarily composed of mountain whitethorn.  The 

marking guides call for leaving 3-5 clumps per acre 1/40-1/30 in size.  The surrounding matrix 

would be thinned to 40-60 sq. ft. of basal are per acre comprised of scatter individual trees. With 

the average tree diameter around 12 inches, some small sawlog trees could be removed.  

However, due to the poor site quality, the trees are also very short causing haul issues.  

Otherwise, trees would be chipped and removed. 

 

 These plantations would have relatively low volume/value and would need to be subsidized 

if packaged as an IRSC.  Consider packaging plantation thinning units with higher volume 

natural stand thinning units once final timber volume is determined.  Package projects so the 

value of the timber offered exceeds the cost of plantation thinning to make them viable IRTC 

projects that won’t need to go through AQM.  

 

Master Stewardship Agreement Opportunity 

 

CFA is in process of pursuing with the Regional Office a coordinated regional approach to 

dramatically increase the number of projects performed under Master Stewardship Agreement 

(MSA) projects.  The Mule Deer Foundation, Wild Turkey Federation, and now Tuolumne 

County are very interested. 

 

 With the objective of project design that results in net revenue from the project (which stays 

at the Forest), a mechanism is created where the Forest can reimburse the MSA cooperator 

for the work they perform.  The Forest could also provide reimbursement with appropriated 

dollars.  If the net revenue objective is met, this could become a self-sustaining program that 

could greatly increase a Forest’s fuels reduction accomplishments. 

 

We appreciated meeting with you and your staff.  Thank you for the opportunity to provide 

comments and recommendations on the design. and implementation of these projects.  We are 

glad to see the Plumas National Forest is proposing forest health projects that will reduce 

hazardous fuels and tree stocking density and will likely provide useful timber products to our 

membership.    

 

 Sincerely, 

/s/Scott Stawiarski 

 

Scott Stawiarski 

AFRC Consultant 



Janesville, CA 96114 

 

sstawiarski@amforest.org 

American Forest Resource Council 

 

cc: AFRC, CFA, Plumas NF FLT,   

mailto:sstawiarski@amforest.org
http://www.amforest.org/

